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his colleague Gallen Tay (Chief
Investment Officer of S.E.A. Asset
Management) look after the funds’

reason why our approach to credit selection
maturity so repayment ability at maturity is
the top priority. We try to avoid defaults at all
costs and have had none so far. However as
defaults can still occur for reasons beyond our
control we maintain a high level of portfolio
diversification to lessen potential impacts and
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an annualised basis. Investors like alternative
investments since they tend to be uncorrelated
to more traditional asset classes.
As a thought leader, what strategies do you
implement to ensure that your clients’ goals
and objectives are achieved?
Clients today struggle to protect their capital,
let alone get decent returns given low or
even negative interest rate environments in

Underlying fundamentals in Asian economies
are also good. Over the past 10 years many
Asian economies have seen rating upgrades
from the major credit rating agencies and
have achieved investment grade while many
developed nations have dropped dangerously
close to being downgraded to non-investment
grade ratings.
What cost improvement initiatives does your
company offer and work on with your asset
clients?
Regulations

and

costs

involved

with

implementing them are on the rise not only
in Singapore. This impacts us as well in areas
such as AML/KYC or outsourcing only to name
a few. We are trying to keep compliance
costs as low as possible without compromising
strength of internal policies and procedures.
We do so by outsourcing to highly competent
external providers to keep non-core know-how
outside of the firm as we want to run a lean
cost structure. This is the most efficient way to
do what we are best at in-house and keeping
costs for clients in check.
What lies on the horizon for S.E.A. Asset
Management in 2017?
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that large parts of the world’s economy will
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be compensated by their respective coupon

more broadly thereafter.

